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“Most adult disorders should be reframed 
as extensions of juvenile disorders”



What does adult psychopathology look like in childhood, 

…and how does that psychopathology ‘grow up’ with a child?p y p gy g p

How and when is a healthy developmental trajectory diverted 

toward the disorders we diagnose in adults?



In the clinical fields that have made most progress…

…clearest evidence of early risk markers

…best understanding of how these markers may distinguish   
subgroups (within diagnoses) following distinct causal pathways

CHILD



Over a decade of programmatic research mapping neuro-
cognitive/biological markers of adult psychopathy map onto 

developmentally equivalent traits in children



…present with unique treatment needs

CHILD
…shaped by unique risk / protective factors

CHILD



“There is a strong need to be ableThere is a strong need to be able                  
to study BPD before it emerges”

Key priorities for developmental psychopathology research:
...processes underlying both the phenotype & components of BPDp ocesses u de y g bot t e p e otype & co po e ts o

...gender-specific mechanisms in development of BPD



Borderline personality features at age 12 are...

...highly heritable (genetics accounted for 66% variance) 

...comorbid with, and preceded by, common 
emotional / behavioural problems (age 5)



Shame: A key correlate of  borderline PD

…individuals with BPD respond with 

shame to uncontrollable and 
negative affect as a consequence ofnegative affect, as a consequence of 

developing in environments that 

shame th h h ti lshame those who show emotional 
vulnerability (Linehan, 1993).



Shame: A key correlate of  borderline PD

Among adults with BPDAmong adults with BPD… 

t t h i…report greater shame in 
response to negative evaluation 
than comparison groupthan comparison group 
(Gratz, Rosenthal, Tull, Lejuez, & Gunderson, 2010)

…nonverbal indicators of shame  
predictive of subsequent self-injury p q j y
(Brown, Linehan, Comtois, Murray, and Chapman, 2009) 



Implicit Association Test (IAT) p ( )

...reaction time based
l if d ti li...classify word stimuli 

Indexes relative strength of implicit 
associations between conceptsassociations between concepts 

Premise: 
Word stimuli processed faster 
when the pairing of category 
words match participants 
automatic associations.



Women diagnosed with BPD: o e d ag osed t
Implicit self-concept  significantly 
more shame-prone than that of…
…healthy controls
…women with social phobia p



Aft t lli f d i hAfter controlling for depression, shame proneness 
negatively correlated with self-esteem, quality of life;

positively correlated with anger hostility…positively correlated with anger-hostility

SpeculatedSpeculated… 
among individuals with BPD, implicit schemas 

associated with shame-prone self-concept influenceassociated with shame prone self concept influence 
perception/behavior to confer risk for anger/impulsivity



Children of mothers with BPD: self-representations feature shame 

Macfie, J., & Swan, S. A. (2009). Representations of the caregiver-child relationship and of 
the self, and emotion regulation in the narratives of young children whose mothers have 
borderline personality disorder. Development and Psychopathology, 21, 993-1011.
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borderline personality disorder. Development and Psychopathology, 21, 993-1011.



Is a shame-prone self-concept also a marker for BPF in childhood...

...examined as a continuous dimension? 

...across BPF components vs. full phenotype?

Identity Problems X sex

...in both males and females?

Identity Problems X sex
( = -.21, SE = .02, p < .05)N=98; 10-14 years (48% female)
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Zero-order correlations with borderline personality features
(All significant p < 001)(All significant p < .001)

Identity Problems X sexIdentity Problems X sex
( = -.21, SE = .02, p < .05)



BLOCK WORDS CLASSIFIED INTO...

1 self vs other1 self vs other
(press E if SELF; I if OTHER)

2 shame vs pride
(press E if SHAME; I if PRIDE)

3 shame/self vs pride/other
(press E if SELF/SHAME; 
press I if PRIDE/OTHER/PRIDE)

4 other vs self
(press E if OTHER; I if SELF)

5 shame/other vs pride/self
(press E if OTHER/SHAME; 
press I if SELF/PRIDE)

Category Word Stimuli
SELF me  myself  <first name> <family name>
OTHER theirs  they  them  someone
SHAME ashamed shame embarrassed embarrassingSHAME ashamed  shame  embarrassed  embarrassing
PRIDE proud  pride  confident  confidence



Are common domains of 
child psychopathology 

associated with an implicit 
shame-prone self-concept? 

All n.s. (p > .05)

Zero-order correlations: shame-proneness and common domains of child psychopathology 



Are childhood borderline 
personality features 

associated with an implicit 
shame-prone self-concept? 

*

Identity Problems X sex
( = -.21, SE = .02, p < .05)

Zero-order correlations: shame-proneness and borderline personality features 



Interestingly, despite this sex-specific association…
boys/girls did not differ on mean BPF or shame-proneness 

Consistent with notion that developmental processes that  
confer risk for BPD may operate in sex-specific pathwaysconfer risk for BPD may operate in sex specific pathways

Beauchaine, T. P., Klein, D. N., Crowell, S. E., Derbidge, C., & Gatzke-Kopp, L. M. (2009). Multifinality 
in the development of personality disorders: A Biology X Sex X Environment interaction model of 
antisocial and borderline traits. Development and Psychopathology, 21, 735–770.



Borderline personality and identity problems

Identity Problems subscale items
(Borderline Personality Features Scale for Children)


